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1.

ITEM NO
5

Decision required
This report makes the following recommendations to the decision-maker:

1.1

To note the update provided by this report in respect to the Royal Borough
of Greenwich’s (RBG) Integrated Enforcement approach.

2.

Links to the Royal Greenwich high level objectives

2.1

This report primarily relates to the Council’s agreed high-level objectives as
follows:
● A Safer Greenwich
● A Cleaner, Greener Greenwich

3.

Purpose of Report and Executive Summary

3.1

This report has been produced to update the Community Safety &
Environment Scrutiny Panel on RBG’s ongoing and ambitious Integrated
Enforcement (IE) approach.

3.2

The report will provide information regarding the evolution of the initiative
during 2020/21, its impact so far and plans going forward. As well as the
overarching initiative, this report will also outline some of the supporting
changes which have been introduced or being progressed to deliver a more
effective and integrated enforcement approach.

3.3

The Panel are asked to note the contents of the report in support of their
scrutiny of Integrated Enforcement and the Community Safety portfolio.
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4.

Introduction and Background

4.1

As a useful reminder Integrated Enforcement (IE) is the Council’s ambition to
strengthen joint working across enforcement teams. The IE strap line of
‘collaboration, coordination and communication’ really encapsulates the approach
being driven internally and with wider partners to make Greenwich a safer,
but also cleaner and healthier, place to live, work or visit. The development
and delivery of IE is being led by Housing & Safer Communities

4.2

IE was first conceptualised at the end of 2018 in support of the Council’s new
corporate plan. This plan identified the need for greater collaboration across
services, and with others, to deliver our aims & objectives against the
backdrop of growing complexity, demand, and financial constraint.

4.3

As documented, and was highly commended, in a previous annual update to
the Community Safety & Environment Scrutiny Panel, there was significant
amount of work undertaken to introduce and drive IE forward during
2019/20. Although the entire of 2020/21 has seen the Council and supporting
partners having to prioritise and adapt to the challenges created by the
COVID19 pandemic, IE has continued to deliver and evolve because of the
collective commitment and drive of practitioners, chief officers and the lead
responsible member.

4.4

Again as a reminder, IE is continued to be delivered via two elements:
A) ‘Love Your Place’ which deals with front-facing service delivery and
the tasking, coordination, and governance (operational, tactical and strategy)
AND
B) Supporting business change to drive the underpinning improvements
which help enforcement teams and partners to deliver better outputs and
outcomes more effectively and efficiently. Many of these improvements are
overseen and driven by a dedicated cross-directorate/agency IE Programme
Board.

5.

Annual Update
This has been the most extraordinary year. The pandemic has sadly impacted
on many individual service priorities and heightened the need for seamless
integrated enforcement across the council in order to achieve the
overarching goal of keeping people and places safe in the Royal Borough
during an international public health crisis. Services came together under the
banner of integrated enforcement to deliver an impressive number of COVID
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related interventions whilst maintaining an excellent standard of core business
related activities.
5.1

Key Activity & Impacts 2020/21
The following tables outline some of the key front facing activity delivered and
the impacts achieved during 2020/21 against the agreed IE thematic,
geographical, and seasonal priorities as shown below.
As can be seen the thematic priorities are much broader and ambitious than
during the inaugural year of IE (2019/20) with a wider number of priority
areas introduced to help focus collaboratively activity and additionality
wherever possible or relevant to do as common public concerns and
complaints.
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5.1.1 Thematic Priorities
PRIORITY
KEY ACTIVITY
Keeping Our
Implementation of ANPR
Streets Safe
and AI technology in Enviro
and Clean
Crime mobile CCTV.
Creating Safer
Public Spaces

Boroughwide consultation
and Introduction of new
Public Space Protection
Order conditions.

Greater use of Community
Protection Warnings and
Community Protection
Notices
Addressing
Problematic
Premises

Work between Plumstead
SNT, Safer Spaces and Safer
Communities targeting sex
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KEY IMPACTS
Improved vehicle detection
and identification resulting in
increased numbers of
prosecutions.
Ability for MPS and the Safer
Spaces to enforce against a
variety of concerns identified
in the public consultation
such as car park misuse,
amplified noise nuisance and
group ASB.
Since April 1st 2020, there
have been 72 CPW’s issued
and 38 CPN’s. Breaches of
the CPN’s have resulted in
individuals being arrested
and taken to court for
prosecution decisions.
5 confirmed brothels closed
on Plumstead High Street
and a problem-solving
process underway to reduce

work in Plumstead High
Street.

anti-social sex work and
drug misuse at St Nicholas’
Church. Such activity looks
to support our efforts in
regard to potential modern
slavery and violence against
women & girls.
Reducing the
Patrols led by data that the
Joint action by IE Policing
Harm Caused caretaking team now
Team , Safer Spaces and the
by Drugs
provide – targeting areas
Tenancy Enforcement Patrol
Misuse
with high levels of drug
Team has resulted in
detritus.
reductions in drug misuse
within key blocks.
Tackling
An IE operation to remove
Rough sleepers engaged with
Nuisance
vehicles on Thistlebrook
by Street Pop Outreach
Vehicles
connected to rough sleeping Worker and residents now
and drug dealing.
benefitting from a reduction
in drug dealing and loitering
from non-residents on their
site.
Protecting Our In the past twelve months
The close connections built
Residents at
Trading Standards have
with financial businesses
Home
issued over 46 scam alerts
have fed the success of the
to local community groups, Trading Standards rapid
residents, and businesses, as response service, where
well as obtaining external
bank branches report
funding for ‘truecall’ devices potential doorstep crime
to screen potential scam
victims. In the past month
victims’ telephone calls.
this has resulted in arrests of
Significant contacts have
suspects, a £10,000 payment
been retained with local
being stopped and
bank branches, including in- fraudulently monies
person visits to thirteen
returned to residents.
branches in conjunction with A series of significant cases
a dedicated Operation
are awaiting hearings in the
Mercury police team.
Crown Court, including a
money laundering case
where the victim was
subject to £60,900
detriment. In further
cases, £48250 has been
returned to a victim as a
result of a financial
investigation, and the
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transfer of a residence
worth £400,000 has been
prevented. The total figure
of detriment to rogue trader
victims which has been
prevented over the past
twelve months is financially
significant at £652,452. All
victims are safeguarded to
protect their wellbeing and
prevent them being subject
to further rogue trader
activities. We are in the
process of pursuing potential
money laundering offences
under the Proceeds of
Crime Act (POCA) against a
series of local traders and
businesses.
5.1.2 Geographic Priorities
PRIORITY
KEY ACTIVITY
Woolwich
Op Fortress in Calderwood
Town Centre
Car Park with CCTV
installed and patrols from
MPS and CSET led by intel
from the Digital Evidence
Team (CCTV).

Eltham Town
Centre

Greenwich
Town Centre

KEY IMPACTS
Excellent work between the
Digital Evidence Team and
the IE Policing Team has
resulted in key arrests for
drug possession/possession
with intent to supply, and
regular patrols and linking
into the Street Pop
Outreach Worker have
reduced problematic
behaviour linked to rough
sleeping.
Problem Solving process
Following the installation of
undertaken to eliminate anti- blue lighting into Well Hall
social use of public
Pleasance toilets there has
conveniences.
been a complete reduction
in intravenous drug use in
the toilets and positive
comments from park users
regarding the improvements.
Anti-Social Busking in
Anti-Social busking within
Greenwich Town Centre
Greenwich Town Centre
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Plumstead
Town Centre

has resulted in a high
number of complaints over
the years. Due to this, the
Safer Spaces team have
begun to tackle the issue by
issuing Community
Protection
Advisory/Warnings and
Notices to those that have
been persistent in their
behaviour and they have
failed to address this by
having verbal warnings. Since
July 2020, 6 Community
Protection Advisory Notices
and 2 Community
Protection Warnings have
been issued. The new Public
Spaces Protection Order in
relation to using
amplification in an antisocial
manner will also assist in
dealing with this, and we will
hopefully see a further
reduction in complaints from
residents.
Street Trading / Town
Centre Management
colleagues within in DRES
are also currently
progressing introduction of a
voluntary code of conduct
for busking as well as a
potential licensing regime to
help further regulate this
form of street
entertainment.
Plumstead Gardens Problem Successful Arrests of
Solving Process– Drug
individuals involved in drug
Misuse, Youth related ASB & dealing.
Gang Activity
Reduction in drug litter and
weapons hidden on site due
Partnership Working with
to regular Weapons Sweeps
Safer Spaces, Parks & Open
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Spaces, Integrated
Enforcement Police Team
and Safer Neighbourhood
Team

5.1.3 Seasonal Priorities
PRIORITY
KEY ACTIVITY
Safety in Parks Intel-led patrols as part of
and Open
Op Boundary targeting
Spaces
congregation, organised
sport and persistent littering.
Street Drinking Targeted Operation - Op
Fortune - To tackle Street
Drinking and Anti-Social
Behaviour in the Town
Centre

Op Double
Scoop

Halloween/
Bonfire

From March 2020/21
Community Safety
Enforcement Officers &
Local Authority Support
Officers seized 1695
bottles/cans of alcohol and
issued 509 PSPO FPNS.
Summer priority action days
took place during July
targeting itinerant ice cream
traders in Greenwich town
centre.

Multi-agency operation
planned, involving RBG
teams (Safer Spaces,
Community Protection
Team, Tenancy, Street
Cleansing) and key IE
partners (e.g., London Fire
Brigade, MPS).
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with Safer Spaces and Met
Police
Planned development works
on site to improve landscape
and encourage positive
usage of the site
KEY IMPACTS
Reduced spread of COVID19 and reduction in
littering/waste.
23 Community Protection
Warnings & 12 Community
Protection notices were
issued to the town centres
more prolific offenders for
Street Drinking resulting in
127 subsequent Breaches
and 11 Arrests.

2 Community Protection
Warnings and 1 Community
Protection Notice was
issued to itinerant ice cream
traders that were persistent
in trading within prohibited
streets. This resulted in an
almost complete reduction
of illegal itinerant ice cream
traders in the area.
Fireworks sweeps took
place prior to bonfire night
which took away some of
the issues of fireworks being
misused and thrown at
officers and the public.
Fireworks were found
hidden in various places in

Residential
Burglary

Street Pop
Outreach &
Intervention

Licensing
Enforcement

5.2

Woolwich Town Centre.
Youth disorder limited to
General Gordon Square.
Data-led patrols of key
Large reduction in domestic
hotspots – 3 from last year
burglary, although in part as
and 3 identified as emerging a result of COVID
hotspots.
restrictions with more
people being indoors/at
home.
Engaging with Street Pop
105 Street Pop Clients have
Clients during the Covid19
been engaged with.
Pandemic
45 individuals have been
reengaged with Drug &
Alcohol treatment.
50 individuals have been
successfully placed into
accommodation.
1 individual has been
referred via the National
Referral Mechanism for
Modern Slavery.
Due to COVID there was
There were sporadic issues
very little seasonal activity as with patrons gathering
licensed venues were again
outside of licensed premises
told to close.
when they were permitted
to serve alcoholic ‘takeaways’. As this was outside
of the licensed footprint of
the venues in question, Safer
Spaces engaged with
individuals to redirect.

Focus on Safer Spaces
● Overview of Service & Structure: The Safer Spaces service launched in
February 2020. The aim is to deliver Safer Public Spaces within the Royal
Borough and is at the heart of the Integrated Enforcement approach. The
operating model consists of Digital Evidence (CCTV) and Community Safety
Enforcement (Enhanced Problem Solving & Enforcement Officers), supported
by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) Integrated Enforcement Police
Team (IEPT). Safer Spaces tackle a broad range of community safety issues,
focusing on long-term problem solving and delivering interventions to
offenders/victims in a trauma-informed manner (e.g., personalized
interventions). The service delivers a range of innovative initiatives and
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projects to improve safety in public spaces. 2020/21 also saw the successful
pilot of integrated third-party enforcement support by Local Authority
Support (LAS).
● 3rd Party Enforcement: Launched in March 2020, this is an 18-month proof of
concept working with LA Support Ltd to enhance enforcement of envirocrime, ASB and the PSPO. It offers greater flexibility to deploy ‘in house’
enforcement staff on wider, more complex, public space issues and an
integrated approach to increase vigilance and generation of community
intelligence. There is an opportunity for future, substantive contract, or
expansion in support of other RGB services.
● Since launching the pilot, LAS working in conjunction with the Community
Safety Enforcement Team have issued 7,528 Fixed Penalty Notices for low
level enviro-crime and breaches of PSPO legislation. This is a 520% increase
on the former warden’s service. Since the launch of the service there have
been 365 individuals referred for prosecution for non-payment of fixed
penalty notice. This is a significant increase on the previous legal enforcement
capability due to improvements made to the back-office system and working
processes with RBG legal services.
● CCTV Modernisation: The transformation project involved an estimated
contract value of around £3.7m over a maximum of nine years. The main aim
was to improve camera resolution and evidential quality and enable the future
use of data analytics to identify and alert CCTV staff to threats (e.g., unusual
movement, unusual crowd detection, etc). It has provided a greater
opportunity to connect additional mobile CCTV cameras to support tasking
under Integrated Enforcement, track issued GPS enabled radios and also live
stream body worn video footage should an emergency occur. Technology
assisted ‘forensic searching’ will reduce officer time searching footage for
incidents or persons/vehicles of interest and remote viewing/sharing of CCTV
will enable better incident management and reduce pressure on partner
agencies in terms of travel to/from the CCTV control room.
● Street Pop Project: This MOPAC/MHCLG funded project supports the most
complex, chaotic and vulnerable of our street population, who require
intensive support to access the services to recover from homelessness and
change their behaviour around rough sleeping, begging, and street
drinking/drug use and associated ASB. This year, one of the key successes has
been the COVID Vaccination Clinic for current and previous rough sleepers
where 22 individuals were vaccinated against COVID19 and were offered
chest x-rays, a key tool for detection of tuberculosis in homeless populations,
by an NHS x-ray van which was also organised.
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5.3

IE Policing Team
● Overview and evolution (2 officers to team of officers): Greenwich
Neighbourhoods Policing strand, recognised mutual shared priorities with
the Royal Borough of Greenwich (RBG) in reducing crime and ASB. They
also recognised that being part of the Integrated Enforcement (IE) Strategy
promotes wider communication, collaboration and coordination between
different Police strands and RBG departments. Seeing IE in action within
RBG increased senior level MPS confidence that we could support each
other and that there were good mechanisms with clear pathways to set
priorities and tasking’s. These included the weekly IE dial in, monthly IE
LYP meeting and the Police TTCG. With two funded Officers already
assigned to the IE model and the promise of new recruits being rotated
through neighbourhoods the MPS saw an opportunity to launch two
enhanced IE Policing teams (IEPT) under one Sergeant whilst utilising the
strong relations that the funded officers already had with RBG. Teams at
present – 1 Sergeant – Team 1 / 2 each have an RBG funded Coordinator, 3 Substantives and 3 Probationers. They work on two leave
lines to ensure the best coverage and capability across the RBG.
Supervision, expectations and performance on the team is high with
probationers requesting to stay and substantives wanting to join.
● Key performance outputs/outcomes: Since the enhanced team
started 8 months ago in August 2020, there have been 106 arrests with an
incredible 85% charge rate which reflects the professionalism of arrest and
investigation as well as the enhanced intelligence sharing between IE
partners. The IEPT have completed 481 stop searches with a 38% positive
outcome rate (again a corporate measure of 20%) which is the highest of
any team on the SE BCU. This would point to the teams use of stop
search being more aligned intelligently to areas and rates of offending but
also more searches being more justifiable in terms of their grounds.
Although not specifically measured at a team level, the SE BCU do if
course recognise ongoing concerns around disproportionality of stopsearch, even if certain demographic groups are far less likely to be
searched in Greenwich in comparison to other London boroughs. An
update on knife crime, including stop-search will be heard at scrutiny later
in the year.
● The IEPT have also researched and completed several warrants in the last
8 months all of which have taken place in joint tasking areas and all of
which have led to convictions and assistance from RBG under the ‘no
home for harm’ pledge. As well as taking part in joint operations with RBG
for Op Boundary, Op Cyclone and with the Environmental Health teams;
the IEPT also linked in with the Safer Neighbourhood Teams to assist in
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their hot spot areas to help resource urgent warrants that also feed in to
RBG issues. The IEPT and IE strategy has really proven itself during
COVID as the close links and governance structure has made joint
COVID related work much easier to achieve. The IEPT have issued over
50 COVID FPNs and worked closely with the specifically employed
COVID Stewards, the CSET and the RBG Parks & Open spaces team to
make RBG as safe as possible during this testing time.
6.0

Moving IE Forward into 2021/22 and links to the MTFS

6.1

In line with the Council’s MediumTerm Financial Strategy (MTFS),
opportunities are being considered to further align enforcement related
services, both strategically (in terms of greater collaboration and consistency
of approach) but also structurally where there would be benefit. Any
proposals agreed by relevant officers and members will be implemented
throughout 2021/22, predominantly for efficiency gain rather than cost
reduction. It is generally accepted enforcement services are already lean and
facing growing and more complex demand. Opportunities to increase
performance and productivity, including better use of technology and
innovation, are however areas that officers and members are keen to
maximise.

6.2

In addition to the front facing delivery, IE will continue to see a range of
business change and continuous improvement initiatives being progressed to
assist enforcement staff and partners, and for the benefit of local
communities. This has turned into an even more ambitious programme of
work due to the various projects already in train or planned across
enforcement teams. The main projects being:
rd
o 3 Party Enforcement Support
o CCTV Modernisation (including Digital Evidence & Enforcement)
o Radio and Body Worn Video Modernisation (including new Town
Watch offer for businesses)
o IE Intelligence Capability
o Creation of a new Community Protection Team (ASB/Noise/Nuisance)
o ECINS Collaboration and Case Management Pilot
o ICT Discovery (as part of the Housing & Safer Communities Digital
Work)

6.3 The above projects, in addition to monitoring of associated risks, interdependencies, etc, are now being overseen by a reinvigorated IE Programme
Board chaired by the Assistant Director – Community Safety & Environmental
Health and as the RBG Lead for Integrated Enforcement. Updates are fed into
the corporate Continuous Improvement (CI) machinery via the Council’s CI
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Team. Updates on these areas of work will feature in the next annual IE update
due currently for February 2022.
7.0

IE Case Studies
● Op Boundary: Safer Spaces coordinated the enforcement response to
the COVID-19 pandemic in the Royal Borough between March 2020 and
April 2021. The data and intel-led approach was cemented with a weekly
product produced to ensure that all areas involved (Safer Spaces, Tenancy,
Parks & Open Spaces, Environmental Health, Street Trading and Business
Engagement) were aware of the current picture and an integrated
approach was maintained. COVID rate data from Public Health was
mapped on a weekly basis to inform taskings to areas with high rates. This
was particularly important with the tasking for the Tenancy Enforcement
Patrol team which were seconded to Safer Spaces. This team were tasked
to ensure that social distancing and other measures were in place in RBG
estates, and also focussed on ASB in both these estates and those with
high levels of ASB reported across the Royal Borough. Intel was gathered
from various sources, from social media to our COVID Stewards, and
discussed at daily grip calls. Premises and areas of interest were allocated
to relevant teams with operational duties for these devised in line with the
weekly plan. As part of Op Boundary, the Royal Borough’s Environmental
Health and Trading Standards teams have served 11 prohibition notices to
local businesses caught breaking COVID-19 restrictions since January.

*socially distanced team briefings
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*social distancing banner and Safer Spaces officer.
● Op Cyclone: In December 2020 Safer Spaces led a multi-agency day of
action in Parry Place, SE18 following concerns from businesses and residents
regarding ASB, drug dealing/use and groups of males gathering on the street
and intimidating people coming to the area.
Partner agencies flooded the area and Police executed 2 search warrants and
made a number of arrests relating to the supply of drugs. Trading Standards
seized 15000 illicit cigarettes, 400 litres of unauthorised alcohol and banned
pesticide sprays. Several businesses were served with fines for unauthorised
waste disposal and transfer.
The local Police team has had hugely positive feedback from local store
owners claiming an increase in customer footfall and reduction in ASB.
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*illicit alcohol seized during Op Cyclone.

*illicit drugs seized during Op Cyclone.
● Op Stop It – Horn Link Way: On Thursday 18th Feb 2021 Royal
Greenwich Enviro-Crime Enforcement officers, Safer Spaces Community
Safety Enforcement Officers and the Metropolitan Police worked in
partnership to reduce the effects on the community of untaxed vehicles at
the semi residential location in Horn Link Way. 15 untaxed vehicles were
removed in an intensive joint operation between Royal Greenwich, Integrated
Enforcement and the Metropolitan Police. This also included a vehicle
suspected of fly-tipping 2 Tons of waste in the Charlton area in June 2020.
Vehicles that were in such condition that they appeared to be abandoned, or
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untaxed were inspected and removed from the public highway and the
Footpath. The day of action formed part of RBG’s rolling ‘Operation Stop It!’
which aims to remove nuisance vehicles from the roads in Greenwich; this
includes abandoned vehicles, untaxed vehicles and vehicles suspected of being
used for fly-tipping. Metropolitan Police Officers were assigned under
Operation Stop It.

*untaxed/abandoned vehicles being removed under Op Stopit.
● Rogue Waste Collector: A joint operation between Royal Greenwich,
Integrated Enforcement and the Metropolitan Police, officers from the EnviroCrime Enforcement Team saw an investigation into a rogue waste collector
believed responsible for dumping multiple loads of waste on a public road.
On 12th August 2020, at 6am, under Operation Stop It, integrated
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enforcement colleagues and 5 Police Officers entered an address in
Plumstead. One male was arrested on the suspicion of 4 counts of fly tipping
under s.33 Environmental Protection Act, one item of clothing seized from
inside of the premises and one vehicle seized. The suspect was taken to
Bexley Police station, he was fingerprinted and processed. The suspect was
interviewed by Enviro Crime officers at Bexley Police Station and
consideration was given whether the suspect should be remanded. This is a
first for the enviro-crime enforcement team, for a suspect to be arrested
without a warrant on grounds under s.24 Police and Criminal Evidence Act
1984, to allow the prompt and effective investigation of the offence/s or of
the conduct of the person in question.

*seized rogue waste collector’s vehicle.
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8.0

Recognising Success

8.1

Individual officers, teams, and IE as a collective partnership approach, have all
been subject to positive feedback and recognition over the last year. Two
senior managers from RBG Safer Spaces recently received a BCU
Commander recognition award in driving IE and their contribution in
supporting the IE Policing Team to be one of the highest performing on the
BCU. Both Safer Spaces (as a team) and IE (as a collaborative initiative) are
also being nominated for national recognition too. These include the 2021 MJ
award for ‘Delivering Better Outcomes’ (IE) and by the Leader himself, for
the 2021 LGC award for ‘Team of the Year’ (Safer Spaces).

9.0

Cross-Cutting Issues and Implications

Issue
Legal including
Human Rights Act

Finance and
other resources

10.0

Implications
The role of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee is set out in
Article 6 of the Council’s
Constitution. The purpose of this
report is to provide the committee
with an update on the Councils
Integrated Enforcement approach.
No formal decision will be taken. As
such, there are no legal implications
arising directly from the report
The Community Safety &
Environment Scrutiny Panel is being
asked to note the update provided
by the above report in respect of the
Royal Borough’s Integrated
Enforcement approach.
There are no financial implications
arising from the contents of this
report.

Appendices
None
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Sign-off
Azuka Onuorah
Head of Legal
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Dave Lucas
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Change
Accountant
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